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The following conditions apply to weddings at Sugarloaf Point Lighthouse ...
1.

all three cottages must be booked with standard terms and conditions, ensuring
exclusive use of the cottage grounds
2.
a 20% wedding surcharge applies to the booking
3.
maximum 20 lighthouse guests plus additional 15 day visitors, totalling maximum
35 at function
4.
quiet enjoyment, no amplified music
5.
celebrations to be completed by 9.00 pm by which time all day visitors must
vacate and the precinct return to evening quiet
6.
no attachments to buildings or marquees
7.
no naked flames
8.
permitted onsite are
a.
celebrant
b.
photographer, licensed with National Parks
c.
caterer
9.
prior to arrival lighthouse management to receive
a.
at time of payment of deposit, the signed Form of Understanding and
Indemnity,
b.
at time of payment of balance tariff, the completed Wedding Guest
Register and Emergency Contact List including all cottage guests and
day visitors, giving emergency offsite contact details
10. bride and groom to nominate
a.
a traffic co-ordinator whose responsibility is
1. to ensure lighthouse gate is closed at all times and padlocked at
sunset
2. to keep cottage area vehicle free, including all third party contractor
vehicles
3. lighthouse guest cars only inside gate
4. other day visitors' vehicles to be parked in the public car park outside
the gate
5. to transport visiting wedding guests via one nominated vehicle from
the lighthouse gate to the cottage area
b.
a wedding event co-ordinator whose responsibility is
1. to be the point of contact between lighthouse management and the
wedding party
2. to ensure that guests behave in an orderly, safe and peaceable
manner, both onsite and in surrounding areas
3. to ensure lighthouse booking terms and conditions are fulfilled
4. to ensure National Parks' terms and conditions are fulfilled
5. to ensure third party suppliers conform to all terms and conditions
6. to ensure the use of flower petals only, no confetti, rice or helium
balloons to be used
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